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Introduction
Thank you for getting your hands on this little gem. It’s my hope 
that it will help guide you in your training and cardio efforts no 
matter what level of fitness you find yourself today. 

My goal isn’t to dive into too much science and bore you to death, 
but instead provide you with simple instruction as to how you can 
develop and successfully complete a regular exercise regimen. 

In this guide we will cover a wide array of details to help you 
identify where you are today and provide you with enough 
education to create a plan that will help you get to where you want 
to go.

There is a lot of misguided information floating around out there 
about fitness and my mission with The OMNI FIT is to give women a 
safe space to learn, ask questions and take educated action steps 
towards their goals. So, no matter if your goal is to lose 50-60lbs, 
gain lean muscle or become more flexible and fit, this guide will 
surely help you on your journey. 

Let’s dig in….
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Strong Girls Rule
“The Female Fitness Paradox”. This is a phrase I got from Krista 
Schaus. It sums up the struggle we often experience while aiming 
to achieve both a body that looks amazing AND performs well. You 
see, the exact type of program that achieves both of those goals is 
the type of program that we women tend to shy away from. 

A lot of women are turned off by weight training because big 
bodybuilders are the “public face” of people who weight train. So 
many women end up thinking, “if I start weight training, I’m going 
to look like that.” 

Let’s get something straight before we continue…

YOU ARE NOT GOING TO GET BIG BY MISTAKE, no matter how 
heavy you lift. There are a few reasons why:

1. Androgen Levels: Most women do not naturally have the
levels of androgens necessary to add significant levels of lean
mass. We all have some (it’s VERY important), but MUCH less
that the average man.

2. Time: Muscle gain is very slow…. painfully slow for those of us 
that do want more lean muscle. At the very best, a beginner 
might add a pound of muscle per month if conditions are 
perfect. PERFECT!! Trust me, it’s slow.  

3. Drugs: I’m not going to beat around the bush here. The majority 
of the extra large bodybuilders you see are typically drug-assisted
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with freakish genetics, rigid diets and unwavering dedication 
to hours of training daily for years upon years. They’re like any 
other elite athlete, which means that the programs they follow 
are intentional. I mean, you’re not gonna just dive in the pool 
and challenge Michael Phelps’ gold medal time, right?  

Those who have muscle didn’t just accidentally get big. You’re not 
going to wake up one day and be the incredible hulk. HA! So relax. 
There’s also plenty of testament to gaining lean muscle and 
wearing smaller sized jeans. 

Don’t be afraid to work hard and get stronger. The fear of “getting 
too big” ends now. 

What Fitness Level Are You?
In order to appropriately answer this question, we have to define 
the top and bottom of what this measurement might look or feel 
like. Typically, when you hear someone describe fitness or someone 
‘who is fit’ you’ll get the example of a marathon runner or “fitness 
model”. Fitness is often represented by a very lean, somewhat 
extreme physique; commonly gracing the covers of magazines in a 
bikini or slim fitting dress with high heels. 

Fitness, though, is not a size, shape or a look. It’s an attitude. It’s a 
set of cultivated abilities and a lifestyle. Krista Scott-Dixon explains 
that fitness represents how well-suited you are for your chosen 
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activity. Someone who is “fit” as a sprinter might not be “fit” for 
being a distance runner, even though both types of runners may be 
in peak physical condition. 

So, consider -  Why are you training? Why do you want to be fit? Is 
there something specific that you want to do? Go hiking? Climb 
stairs? Work in the garden? Open jars or do laundry without a 
backache? Fit into a certain pair of jeans? 

If you’re struggling to find your “why” think about it this way: Aim to 
get into the best shape of your life and see what your body does. 
This guide will give you a little bit of everything. As you improve, 
you can tweak it according to your individual needs and interests. 
For the sake of this guide, I’d like you to think through the lens of 
weight training when you determine your fitness level. You might 
be an experienced runner, swimmer or yogi, but if you haven’t spent 
time weight training, you are a beginner. The great news is, if you 
are active at all, there is carry over into weight training and you 
won’t be a beginner for long!

Determining where you are right now depends on what you’ve been 
doing over the last 12 months. Use the list below to see where you 
fit best. 

● Beginner: Someone who is active, but new to weight training.
Or someone who has been sedentary for the last year + and is
starting a new exercise program
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● Intermediate: Someone who is active and has dabbled with
weight training, but has never followed a specific training
program. This could also be someone who used to weight
train, but took a break and is getting back into it. They might
begin as a beginner, but quickly move into the intermediate
level.

● Advanced: Someone who has been following a training
program for the last 12 months and its very comfortable
weight training.

This is important for later when you are determining which 
modalities of the template phase to begin using.  

Strength Training Concepts 

Starting any exercise program can be intimidating. How do you 
know where to begin? What do you lift and how to you lift it 
without getting hurt? 

It’s simple, in order to begin any type of resistance training you 
need to understand the basics of how your body moves. Then, once 
you understand some basic movements you figure out how to add 
some resistance to them. 
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Body Movement

Below are some basic movements that we all do every day. Most 
strength training exercises are related to utilizing these four types 
of movements. 

1. Squatting Type Movements: These are when we do things like 
get out of a chair, squat down to look at something low or pick 
something up off the ground. This movement also happens 
when we walk upstairs.

2. Pushing Type Movements: This is when you might put things 
over your head (like putting something up on a high shelf), 
push something forward (like pushing the door shut) and 
pushing down (like stuffing something in a box or pushing 
yourself up out of a chair).

3. Pulling Type Movements: This is when you might pull 
something down from overhead (like reaching up and pulling 
down a garage door), also included in the pulling movements 
would be pulling something towards you (like opening a 
drawer or opening a door), or this could be pulling up (like 
lifting up a suitcase to put it on the bed).

4. Midsection Stabilization: This is probably the most important 
of all movements. You might notice that your whole trunk area 
(stomach, side and low back) don’t have any bones that hold 
things upright. That’s because what stabilizes your trunk are 
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muscles. These muscles allow you to bend, twist and not fold 
in half when you stand up.  

There are usually three key concepts with every movement:

● One group of muscles are moving most of the load
● One group of muscles are stretching and not providing any

force so the first group can do the work
● A third group of muscles are stabilizing things for the rest of

the body

For example, when you press something overhead your shoulders 
and triceps are moving most of the load while your trunk and legs 
are stabilizing and stretching to allow the movement to happen. 

This means that when you are building an exercise program you 
want to train the movements, not the muscles. The body functions 
as a large integrated system, not as individual part and pieces. It’s 
designed to work together. So, when you’re raking the yard or 
picking up the groceries it never thinks, “Ok, let’s activate the 
pectoralis major and anterior deltoid as I reach forward and then 
use the lats to pull the leaves back”. (said in a robotic voice). Your 
body just functions as a congruent system accomplishing the goal. 
If it can’t function as it’s intended, then it will find a less optimal 
way often leading to poor movement patterns, injuries, etc.…. which 
is why strength training is important for overall proper function.
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Muscles & Connective Tissue
As I mentioned in the last chapter, there are 3 key concepts to 
consider with every movement. In this chapter, you’ll learn a bit of 
the official terminology around those movements and how they 
impact your overall progress when it comes to strength, preventing 
injuries, as well as physically making the changes you might be 
looking to see. 

Roles of Muscles

1. Agonists: Agonists are known as the ‘prime movers’. Because
they provide the main drive for that particular movement. In
the bicep curl, the biceps muscle is the agonist, as seen in the
image below.

2. Antagonists: Antagonists do the opposite of the agonist. They
have to relax in order for the agonist to work. Using the
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example above, during the biceps curl where the bicep is the 
agonist, the tricep muscle is the antagonist. 

3. Stabilizers: Stabilizers hold the body in proper position and
help to stabilize the movements. Just like the other muscle
roles, the stabilizer role is determined by the movements. In
the case of the biceps curl, stabilizers might include the
muscles of the shoulder complex, forearms, midsection and
even the legs if you’re standing.

Some muscles, such as the deep abdominal/spinal muscle are
commonly referred to as “the stabilizers”, but that is only
because their general role is to stabilize not lead the
movement or oppose a movement directly.

Role of Connective Tissue

Connective tissue is a broad phrase that includes ligaments, 
tendons, fascia, and cartilage - the stuff that holds your bones and 
muscles together. For the sake of this guide we are going to focus 
on the tendons and ligaments. They are stiff elastic bands that hold 
joints together, attach muscles to bone and provide a bit of elastic 
energy for movements. For example, when you jump, you’re using 
your leg muscles, but you’re also using some elastic energy that is 
built up in your tendons as they stretch and release. 

Tendons connect muscle to bone. Their primary job is to transfer 
muscular force to your skeletal structure, allowing you to move.
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Fascia run through muscles, connecting different muscles together. 
At the end of muscles, they converge and become part of the 
tendons.

Ligaments connect bones to other bones. They make up your joints, 
and help hold things together.

Cartilage makes up some of your soft body structures. While 
cartilage is a connect tissue, it doesn't have anywhere near the 
impact on movement and/or muscular force that tendons and 
ligaments do.

The point of this section is just to mention what connective tissue is 
so you know there’s more to your whole system than just muscle, 
skin and bones. 

When you strengthen connective tissue you get stronger and 
become less prone to injury. Muscles may be the key to strength, 
but connective tissue connects their power to your skeleton - and 
holds all your joints together.

Put simply, the main reason that your ligament, fascia, and tendon 
strength increase is because they are put under strain during 
exercise. The more strain you put on them (ex: the more weight you 
lift), the stronger your muscles get which means the stronger your 
connective tissue gets. Weight training is perfect for gradually 
exposing your muscles and connective tissues to more and more 
strain.
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Recovery
Some of you reading this might want to skip this chapter. You might 
think, “I’ve got goals. I don’t have time to rest and recovery.” Well, 
let me let you in on a little secret…. Rest and recovery are critical 
components of any successful training program. You want to see 
results sooner rather than later? Then, you best master the art of 
recovery! 

What is recovery? It’s most easily defined as a combination of sleep 
and time spent not training, rest is the easiest to understand and 
implement. Recovery, however, refers to techniques and actions 
taken to maximize your body’s repair. This can include hydration, 
nutrition, posture, heat, ice, stretching, self-myofascial release, 
stress management, compression, and time spent standing versus 
sitting versus lying down. 

Recovery is more than just muscle repair. Recovery involves 
chemical and hormonal balance, nervous system repair, mental 
state, and more.

We have different systems that need to recover, but for sake of this 
guide we will simply focus on the structural system. This includes 
muscles, tendons, ligaments, and bones. Muscles recover the 
quickest because they receive direct blood flow. Tendons, 
ligaments, and bones receive indirect blood flow and therefore can 
take longer to recover and be more susceptible to stress.
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For most of you reading this, the goal should not be perfection - 
leave that for the professional athletes. Our recommended goal is to 
prioritize life and learn to maximize performance over time without 
uncomfortable personal sacrifice. Remember, this about the LONG 
TERM, not the short term! 

It’s ok to kick back, relax, and enjoy an evening out with friends. 
Order your favorite drink and share a dessert, as this may mentally 
benefit you more by allowing you to unwind. Overall, this can put 
you in a better place to perform as opposed to another lonely night 
of chicken and asparagus. Be mindful and enjoy the moments. Don’t 
get wrapped up in the perfection trap. 

Cardio
To do it or not to do? If you do, how much? What kind? Well, if you 
weren’t confused when you started reading thing, you might be 
now. HA! 

In all seriousness though, cardio is probably one of the most 
controversial topics in fitness right now. The main points I suggest 
considering when choosing your cardio programming are these:

● What do you enjoy?
● What do you have time to do CONSISTENTLY?
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When you enjoy your exercise and you have the time to do it 
consistently, you’ll be able to integrate it into your life for a long 
time, not just for 8-12 weeks. 

Outside of choosing the type of cardio, you need to know if you 
actually need it to reach your goals. I personally recommend always 
using cardio as a tool. Proper nutrition and resistance training will 
be your bread and butter when it comes to body transformation. But 
if you find yourself currently inactive, some type of cardio can be a 
great addition to your program to encourage fat loss. 

Here are some general guidelines when it comes to adding in 
cardio:

● If you are a beginner to fitness overall and have not been very
active in the last 6-12 months, start with some brisk walking
daily. If you can do 30 min, start with 30. If 30 min is too long
for you, start with less, but the key is to do what you can
CONSISTENTLY. When that becomes easy to do you can move
onto more advanced style of cardio.

● If you are currently exercising in some fashion 3+ days a week
you could benefit from pairing some higher intensity protocols
into your program.

● If you are more advanced and are currently weight training 3+
days a week as well as performing some cardio activity, it’s
more important to be sure that you’re recovering between
sessions and getting the rest that you need.
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I don’t recommend double gym sessions for anyone aiming for 
general fitness. This begins to cross the line of over-exercise and 
most of the time your body won’t appreciate it or respond the way 
you hope. 

You’ll see some examples of cardio styles at the end of this guide. 

Female Fitness
Since this is a guide created by a woman for women, I wanted to 
include some points specific to female training:

● Don’t sell yourself short! You can do A LOT more than you 
think you can. It just takes time and consistent application. I 
can bet you'll surprise yourself.

● Don’t bother doing “sculpting”, “toning”, and “firming” 
exercises. Remember what you learned about movements. Get 
strong and your body will change.

● Chest training will not affect the size or shape of your actual 
breast. Breasts are composed of body fat. The way they appear 
depends on your age, genetics, gravity and whether you’ve had 
children or surgery. If you lose body fat, they will likely shrink, 
but how much they shrink totally depends on the individual 
person. Although, developing the upper pec (chest) muscle can 
give the appearance of more shape and "lift" that skin! 
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● If you do have larger breasts, consider some extra low/mid
back work (like rows) and external shoulder rotation to
counterbalance the weight pulling you forward.

● Be aware of your posture. Ladies with larger breasts might find
themselves slumping. Those of you who work at a desk might
find the same. This typically leads to tight chest and internal
rotators or the shoulder.

● You will likely find out (if you haven’t already) that your lower
body is a bit stronger in relation to your upper body. Give your
upper body a little extra work if you’d like this to ratio to
improve. No big deal if you don’t mind it. Just wanted you to
know it’s normal.

● You might notice your strength and energy levels change
throughout your menstrual cycle. Totally normal; just take
notes and get to know YOUR schedule. Rest when it’s needed.

● The first day of your period if cycle day 1. Shorthand for this is
“CD1, CD2, CD3, etc”. Most women see patterns during their
cycles that are worth noting like cravings, weight fluctuations,
moods/overall well-being and stress levels.

● You are likely to find that your hips are wider and your
shoulders are more narrow that the average male’s. This might
affect which squat and deadlift stances that you find
comfortable as well as which grip widths you prefer on many
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press and pull exercises. Reach out in our Facebook group: “Fit 

Me Forever” if you have questions!! 

● If you’ve had children, you might notice laxity in your lower
abdomen as well as some separation along the midline. How
well you re-establish muscle strength in this area depends on
how much damage your pregnancy(ies) might have caused. A
pelvic floor physio can be help here.

● If you wear high heels and/or do desk work, you might notice
that you have shortened calf muscles, anterior pelvic tilt
(excessive arch in your low back) and tight hip flexors (the
front of your hip/upper part of your thigh). This situation
typically irritates low back problems and can give the illusion
of a “pot belly” in fairly lean women. Be sure to stretch your
calves, hamstrings and the front of your hip as well as
strengthen your glutes & lower abdominals.

● Typically, women are more flexible than men. Don’t go crazy
with the stretching. A loose joint isn’t necessarily a healthy
joint and being too lax can cause you to be injury prone; you
actually want some springy tightness in there to hold things
together. (recall cartilage: tendons and ligaments)
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Training Templates
Below, you will find templates/examples for all kinds of training 
regimens. You can interchange or sub many of the exercises based 
on what you have available or what level fitness you are. These are 
just to help you get started and have something to measure your 
progress with. 

We recommend sticking to the template phase that you begin for 
4-8 weeks at the least. The goal within each template phase is to
track your progress. There is no such thing as “confuse” your
muscles. You don’t want to do that. Instead, you want your muscles
to adapt and begin to perform better.

Initially, you might see strength increases each time you go into the 
gym. This is because the first several weeks (or months for 
beginners) is all about the nervous system. You’re not getting 
stronger because your muscles can necessarily lift more load, but 
more because your brain can more effectively tell your muscles 
what to do. This is called the ‘neurological connection’. It continues 
to improve over time. Even for me, 10 years consistently weight 
training, my neuro connection improves and I’m able to more 
efficiently perform various movements. No matter the form of 
exercise you choose to do (weight training, yoga, Pilates, dance or 
Zumba) it takes practice. So, be patient and be kind to your body as 
you learn new movements!
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There is a mental component to training as well. You need to be 
constantly evaluating and collecting data on your experience. How 
every warm-up set makes you feel, how each reps allows you the 
opportunity to connect with your muscle. Don’t exhaust your 
muscles by wasting time on high rep warm-up sets and not 
maximizing every working set. 

As you move into phase 2 you will begin to notice many of those 
progressions I mentioned above.

Dynamic Warm Up/Mobility Drills 

These are intended to get blood flowing, increase body temperature 
and increase ranges of motion before beginning to exercise. Don’t 
skip your warm-up/mobility drills. It should only take you 3-5 min to 
complete these each session.

Examples of dynamic warm ups/mobility drills: 
arm circles, jumping jacks, leg swings, long lunges, push-ups, push-
ups into downward dog, slow mountain climbers and high skips. 

Examples: HERE and HERE.

Weight Training Warm-up/Feeder Sets 

When weight training, you shouldn’t jump right into your first set at 
your “working” weight. But, you also shouldn’t get tired “warming 
up” with too many reps. 

A warm-up serves as a neuromuscular rehearsal of the upcoming 
event.  So, it’s not only important to get blood flowing with some 
dynamic warm-ups, but you should also get your mind ready for the 
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exercises by “practicing” with the exact movement you are about to 
perform as work. 

Begin your first set with moderately light weight, but low reps 
before working up to your “working set” (the working set is what you 
should record as your weight/reps on your first set). 

These “warm-up sets” are called feeder sets. 

Example of feeder sets: 
DB Shoulder press- working up to 30-35lbs DB presses
10lb x 10reps, 15lb x 5reps, 20lb x 1-2 reps, first working set 30-
35lb x 8-10 reps

Barbell Back Squats- working up to 125-150lb total weight
start with bar or light weight on the bar x 15 reps, 10lbs (weight 
added to 1 side) x 5, 20-30lb x 1-2, first working set 35-50lbs x 5-8 
reps

✦ The heavier your work sets are the larger your feeder sets will
jump in weight and the more careful you have to be about not
getting too tired warming up.
✦ If you are using less weight you will need less feeder sets in order
to “get warm”.
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Planning
Plan your training split for the next 4 weeks. 

This is designed so you can perform all of the days in order back to 
back or with days of rest in between. You are able to choose what 
works best for you. 

**There are no perfect programs. Results occur when actions are repeated ** 

If you don’t currently workout, start with 2-3 days a week. If you are 
a seasoned gym-goer, all 4 days + the total body conditioning with 
abs should suit you well. 

✦ There are additional cardio options available at the end for those
who can easily achieve the 4 days listed, but be sure to prioritize the
weight training portion first!

Options for planning:

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Rest Day 1 Walking Day 2 Walking Day 3 Total Body 
Conditioning 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

Day 1 Walking Total Body 
Conditioning 

Day 2 Day 3 Additional 
HIIT 

Walking 
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Legend: 
• Barbell: BB
• Dumbbell: DB
• Pounds: lbs
• AMRAP: As Many Reps as Possible
• KB Kettlebell

Rest Periods: 1-3 min between each set to recover enough to give 
your ALL on every set. 

Tempo: Each movement should be performed explosively. As the 
load increases and you fatigue this will become more difficult (it 
won’t seem to move quickly), but the goal should always be to move 
with power and control. 

Supersets/Giant sets: These are exercises that are to be done back 
to back. They will be reflected by listing 1A & 1B. 1A being the first 
exercise and 1B being the second. 1C would be the 3rd exercise in 
the circuit. The next group of exercises would be written in 
numerical order reflected as 2A, 2B & 2C, etc. 

Exercise Library: If you do not recognize any of the exercises or 
progressions below please refer to our YouTube Channel: 
TheOMNIFIT2016. If you can’t find a certain exercise just let us 
know and we will load it for you!
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Weight Training: Phase 1
Day 1: Legs 
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (leg swings, long lunges, diagonal reaches) 

Squat Variation:  
If you’re adding load, these can be done with a BB on your back or at your shoulders like a 
front squat or Goblet style with a DB or KB at your chest. 
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 10 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 12 reps 
Goal is to use enough weight to provide difficult resistance, but not too much that you 
cannot have good form. You should work up to a weight that allows you to complete the 
given sets/reps one rep short of failure. This might mean that your first 2 sets are a bit 
heavier than your last set because you will become fatigued as you reach your later sets.   

Leg curl variation: (can be done single leg) 
This can be done on a seated machine curl, prone/lying curl, single leg on the cable with 
ankle strap or kneeling curl machine. (at home option: use bands seated/prone lying or 
using a Swiss Ball with hips elevated) 
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 10 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 12 reps 

1A. Lunge Variation (stationary, reverse or forward are all options)  
Use DB’s or BB for resistance when it’s needed. If you’re a beginner, Body Weight might be 
fine to start. 
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 10 reps/leg  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 12 reps/leg 
1B. Sumo Squat  
Use DB or Plate for resistance when it’s needed. Body Weight might be fine to start.  
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 10 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 12 reps 

2A. Glute Bridge 
Add a plate or barbell on your hips when resistance is needed. 
Elevate hips and squeeze Glutes tight for 2 seconds at the top of each rep. Don’t touch the 
ground with your glutes between reps. Control the negative as your hips come down.  
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 15 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 20 reps 
2B. Leg Extension Machine  
(at home options: use band) 
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 12 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 15 reps 
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Day 2: Push (Chest, Shoulders, Triceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog) 

Shoulder Press Variation: 
This can be done with dumbbells, a barbell/EZ bar or a machine. If you are using a BB you 
can do these in front or behind your head, but I’d suggest in front unless you are advanced. 
We don’t want you getting hurt =)  
Weeks 1 & 2: 3x8 
Weeks 3 & 4: 3x10 

Incline Chest Press Variation: 
This can be done with DBs, barbell or a machine. If you don’t have an inclined option, flat 
will be fine.  
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 

1A. Upright Row Variation: (shoulders) 
This can be done with a barbell, dumbbells, Band or on the cables. The Goal with these is 
to perform each rep with explosive power and control the negative phase of the 
movement (bringing the weight down)  
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 
1B. Rear Delt Variation: (bent over)  
This can be done with DB’s, a resistance band or cable. The goal is to isolate the rear delt 
with a hard contraction and full range of motion. 
Week 1 & 2: 3x15 
Week 3 & 4: 4x15 

2A. Lateral Raise Variation: (shoulders) 
You can use resistance bands or DB’s for these. 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 
2B. Overhead Tricep Extension: (triceps) 
You can use a DB or resistance bands for these 
Week 1 & 2: 3x12 
Week 3 & 4: 3x15 

Push-Ups 
These can be modified by doing them on an incline, decline or your knees 
2 sets x AMRAP, each week aiming to get at least 1 more rep than the last week. 
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Day 3: Pull (Back & Biceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog, band pull-a-parts) 

1A. Narrow Vertical Pull Down Variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached above your head 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10-12 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12-15 
1B. Wide Bent Over Horizontal Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done with a BB, DBs or with a band looped under your feet 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 

2A. Narrow Horizontal Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached in front of your body 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10-12 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12-15 
2B. Wide Vertical Pull Down variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached above your head 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 

3A. Straight Bar Curl: (biceps) 
This can be done with a BB or on the cable machine 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12 
3B. Hyperextension or Superman: (low back) 
If you can’t do the listed reps do as many as you can 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10-12 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12-15 

4A. Lat Pullover: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, using a cable or a band or lying on your back using a DB 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10-12 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12-15 
4B. Alternating curls: (biceps) 
These can be done with DBs or Bands. You’ll want you start with your arms by your side 
neutral then as you curl supinate at the top to get a strong contraction in your bicep. 
Week 1 & 2: 3x10/side 
Week 3 & 4: 3x12/side 
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Progression Example:
Squat Variation (You have been doing bodyweight squats to a bench/step). 
Progression: (make the exercise more difficult) remove the bench/step and 
hold a DB at your chest (“Goblet Squat”).  

Even if you only complete the same sets and reps as you have been, the 
intensity has increased because of the added load. If you can only do this with 
the first set before getting too tired and your form suffering that’s ok. Drop 
the weight and continue to do BW squats without the bench/step.  

If you were already using weight, aim to increase your load just a bit or get 1 
more rep that you couldn’t get before.  

The reps are now a range of reps and not just listed reps.  So, one your earlier 
sets you might be able to work at the higher end of the rep range and by your 
3rd set you might have to work at the lower range of the listed reps. This is 
normal. 

Notes about Weight Training Phase 2:
The goal over the next 4 weeks is “overload”.  Your basic exercises are 
not changing. Notice that each exercise has a “variation” option.  

You have the choice to advance to a new variation OR add load/resistance to 
your current variation. This is because you still have room to improve on 
these movements. Weightlifting is very technical. The better you are with 
your technique the stronger you will be overall. The stronger you are; the 
more energy you burn while you are weight training. This is what achieves 
that tight toned look you might desire. 
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Keep in mind that when you are getting stronger on various 
exercises it will impact the weight you can move on later exercises. 

Example:  
You shoulder press more weight than in previous weeks for 2 sets. Drop 
down to your typical weight on your 3rd set. When you get to your chest 
presses or upright rows your shoulders are already pre-fatigued. Don’t be 
discouraged if you don’t go up in weight there as well (you likely won’t). 
You might even have to decrease your weight used depending how tired 
your shoulders are at that time. This is why you should rest 1-3min 
between exercises (unless they are in a super set, then you don’t rest 
much at all. Go directly into the movement resting max ~30 sec).  

Don’t forget, each training session should be INTENTIONAL!! 

The progress you are making at this point in the training section of this 
program is all related to your effort in perfecting your technique and 
pushing yourself past your comfort zone.   

Post some clips of your training in our FB group if you’d like to be sure 
you’re doing things correctly!  

Ask about progressions if you are unsure. We can only help if you ask. 

Total Body Conditioning Circuits: weeks 5 & 6 having you going 
back to repeat the routines in weeks 1 & 2.  

Your goal is to beat your best from weeks 1 & 2. Reps or load. Give it all 
you got! These sessions are meant to be intense.  

But remember, don’t sacrifice your form for speed!! 
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Weight Training: Phase 2
Day 1: Legs 
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (leg swings, long lunges, diagonal reaches) 

Squat Variation:  
If you’re adding load, these can be done with a BB on your back or at your shoulders like a 
front squat or Goblet style with a DB or KB at your chest. 
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 sets x 10-12 reps  
Weeks 7 & 8: 3 sets x 12-15 reps 
Goal is to use enough weight to provide difficult resistance, but not too much that you 
cannot have good form. You should work up to a weight that allows you to complete the 
given sets/reps one rep short of failure. This might mean that your first 2 sets are a bit 
heavier than your last set because you will become fatigued as you reach your later sets.   

Leg curl variation: (can be done single leg) 
This can be done on a seated machine curl, prone/lying curl, single leg on the cable with 
ankle strap or kneeling curl machine. (at home option: use bands seated/prone lying or 
using a Swiss Ball with hips elevated) 
Weeks 1 & 2: 3 sets x 10-12 reps  
Weeks 3 & 4: 3 sets x 12-15 reps 

1A. Lunge Variation (stationary, reverse or forward are all options)   
Use DB’s or BB for resistance when it’s needed. Body Weight might be fine to start. 
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 sets x 10-12 reps/leg  
Weeks 7 & 8: 3 sets x 12-15 reps/leg 
1B. Sumo Squat  
Use DB or Plate for resistance when it’s needed. Body Weight might be fine to start. 
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 sets x 10-12 reps  
Weeks 7 & 8: 3 sets x 12-15 reps 

2A. Glute Bridge 
Add a plate or barbell on your hips when resistance is needed. 
Elevate hips and squeeze Glutes tight for 2 seconds at the top of each rep. Don’t touch the 
ground with your glutes between reps. Control the negative as your hips come down.  
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 sets x 15-20 reps  
Weeks 6 & 7: 4 sets x 15-20 reps 
2B. Leg Extension Machine  
(at home options: use band) 
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 sets x 12-15 reps  
Weeks 7 & 8: 3 sets x 15-20 reps 
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Day 2: Push (Chest, Shoulders, Triceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog) 

Shoulder Press Variation: 
This can be done with dumbbells, a barbell/EZ bar or a machine. If you are using a BB you 
can do these in front or behind your head, but I’d suggest in front unless you are advanced. 
We don’t want you getting hurt =)  
Weeks 5 & 6: 3 x 8-10 
Weeks 7 & 8: 3 x 10-12 

Incline Chest Press Variation: 
This can be done with DBs, barbell or a machine. If you don’t have an inclined option, flat 
will be fine.  
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 

1A. Upright Row Variation: (shoulders) 
This can be done with a barbell, dumbbells, Band or on the cables. The Goal with these is 
to perform each rep with explosive power and control the negative phase of the 
movement (bringing the weight down)  
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
1B. Rear Delt Variation: (bent over or band pull aparts)  
This can be done with DB’s, a resistance band or cable. The goal is to isolate the rear delt 
with a hard contraction and full range of motion. 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 12-15 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 15-20 

2A. Lateral Raise Variation: (shoulders) 
You can use resistance bands or DB’s for these. 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
2B. Overhead Tricep Extension: (triceps) 
You can use a DB or resistance bands for these 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 

Push-Ups 
These can be modified by doing them on an incline, decline or your knees 
2 sets x AMRAP, each week aiming to get at least 1 more rep than the last week. 
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Day 3: Pull (Back & Biceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog, band pull-a-parts) 

1A. Narrow Vertical Pull Down Variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached above your head 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
1B. Wide Bent Over Horizontal Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done with a BB, DBs or with a band looped under your feet 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 

2A. Narrow Horizontal Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached in front of your body 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
2B. Wide Vertical Pull Down variation: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, a cable or with a band attached above your head 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 

3A. Straight Bar Curl: (biceps) 
This can be done with a BB or on the cable machine 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
3B. Hyperextension or Superman: (low back) 
If you can’t do the listed reps do as many as you can 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 

4A. Lat Pullover: (back) 
This can be done on a machine, using a cable or a band or lying on your back using a DB 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 10-12 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 12-15 
4B. Alternating curls: (biceps) 
These can be done with DBs or Bands. You’ll want you start with your arms by your side 
neutral then as you curl supinate at the top to get a strong contraction in your bicep. 
Week 5 & 6: 3 x 8-10/side 
Week 7 & 8: 3 x 10-12/side 
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Training at home or While Traveling

Day 1: Legs 
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (leg swings, long lunges, diagonal reaches) 

Squat Variation:  
Add Band under your feet and hold it around your shoulders for resistance 
3 sets x 15 reps  

Goal is to use enough weight to provide difficult resistance, but not too much that you 
cannot have good form. You should work up to a weight that allows you to complete the 
given sets/reps one rep short of failure. This might mean that your first 2 sets are a bit 
heavier than your last set because you will become fatigued as you reach your later sets.  

Leg curl variation: (can be done single leg) 
Use bands seated/prone lying or using a Swiss Ball with hips elevated) 
3 sets x 15 reps  

1A. Stationary Lunge  
Use Band under front foot and around shoulders for resistance.  Body Weight might be fine 
to start. 
3 sets x 12-15 reps/leg  
1B. Sumo Squat  
Use band under feet & around shoulders when it’s needed. Body Weight might be fine to 
start.  
3 sets x 15 reps  

2A. Glute Bridge with feet together aka Frog Pumps 
Ly on your back, feet together, Elevate hips and squeeze Glutes tight for 2 seconds at the 
top of each rep. Don’t touch the ground with your glutes between reps. Control the 
negative as your hips come down.  
3 sets x 15 reps  
2B. Banded Glute Kickbacks  
3 sets x 15-20 reps  
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Day 2: Push (Chest, Shoulders, Triceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog) 

Shoulder Press: (shoulders) 
Stand on the band and press overhead 
3 sets x 15 reps 

1A. Upright Row: (shoulders) 
This can be done with a barbell, dumbbells, Band or on the cables. The Goal with these is 
to perform each rep with explosive power and control the negative phase of the 
movement (bringing the weight down)  
3 sets x 12 reps 
1B. Band Pull aparts: (shoulders) 
The goal is to isolate the rear delt with a hard contraction and full range of motion. 
3 sets x 15 reps 

2A. Lateral Raise Variation: (shoulders) 
You can use resistance bands or DB’s for these. 
3 sets x 12-15 reps 
2B. Overhead Tricep Extension: (triceps) 
Stand on the band and reach behind your head, then fully extend above your head. 
3 sets x 15 reps 

Push-Ups 
These can be modified by doing them on an incline, decline or your knees 
Progressions are as follows: 
-Inclined
-Knees
-leg straight
-legs elevated (decline)
3 sets x AMRAP
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Day 3: Pull (Back & Biceps)
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (arm circles, push-up into downward dog, band pull-a-parts) 

1A. Narrow Vertical Pull Down Variation: (back) 
This can be done with a band attached above your head or but shortening the TRX 
3 sets x 12-15 
1B. Wide Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done with a band looped under your feet or using TRX.  
3 sets x 12-15 

Optional: If you have both a band and TRX available do the opposite as above 
2A. Wide Vertical Pull Down variation: (back) 
This can be done with a band attached above your head or but shortening the TRX 
3 sets x 12-15 
2B. Narrow Horizontal Row Variation: (back) 
This can be done with a band looped under your feet or using TRX.  
3 sets x 12-15 

3A. Curls: (biceps) 
This can be done with a band or TRX 
3 sets x 12-15 
3B. Hyperextension or Superman: (low back) 
If you can’t do the listed reps do as many as you can 
3 sets x 12-15 reps 

4A. Ab exercise of choice 
3 set x 12-15 reps 
4B. Alternating curls: (biceps) 
Start with your arms by your side neutral then as you curl supinate at the top to get a 
strong contraction in your bicep. 
3 sets x 12 reps /side 
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At Home Training Equipment
Bands:

At home Band Set 
(best option for beginner or someone that has no other at home equipment) 

- band set also includes a door anchor, ankle strap, exercise chart, and carrying case- 
perfect for traveling, work, or the gym

Elite FTS bands: 
These are great if you have some workout equipment at home. They don’t have handles, 
but instead are full circles. So, you can use them for various things like pull-ups or 
additional resistance for lighter weight DBs, etc. 

● Orange Micro Mini (for lateral raises or band pull aparts)
http://www.flexcart.com/members/elitefts/default.asp?m=PD&cid=495&pid=2729 

● Red Mini (for upright rows, help with Pull ups, add resistance to leg press, hack,
shoulder press machines)

http://www.flexcart.com/members/elitefts/default.asp?m=PD&cid=495&pid=246 
● Green Monster Mini (for pull ups, squats, deads, leg press)

http://www.flexcart.com/members/elitefts/default.asp?m=PD&cid=495&pid=515 
● Orange Light (for Pull ups, added resistance to machines, push downs, presses, etc)

http://www.flexcart.com/members/elitefts/default.asp?m=PD&cid=495&pid=247 
● Red Short Mini band (around knees when squatting, glute bridges, side steps, seated

abductor)
http://www.flexcart.com/members/elitefts/default.asp?cid=495&m=PD&pid=3254 

**You'll at least want to get the red short mini for some seated glute work in the future. 

- Do you have an area for a pull-up bar of any kind?
I'm just thinking of a vertical pullup or pulldown variation. We can attach a band to the
pull up bar and have you sit on the ground for the pull down variation or utilize the pull up
bar for pull ups with band assistance too.

- Door way Pull Up bar
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https://www.amazon.com/Perfect-Fitness-31010-Multi-Gym/dp/B008DNAJYI?ie=UTF8&ascsubtag=SH14765&linkCode=xm2&tag=thesweethome-20


- Try to have DB's with the following in pounds:
5,10,15,20,25,30,35
....10's will likely be too heavy for lateral raises if they're at the end of a set or you need to 
drop set. 15's are great for presses or curls as well. 20-35s will be good for pressing, 
rowing, lunges, squats, etc. I will likely have you add bands to some of exercises to provide 
more resistance during certain phases of the movement since you are limited to the load 
you can use. Of course, having other options within those are always helpful when 
progressing in load. 

- These are great for heavier loads rather than getting a whole rack of DB’s. They
range from 5-52.5lbs

I'm not sure of the space you're working with or budget, but another addition 
to your home gym could be: 

- Straight bar like these:
Large bar or shorter bar 
That will give you the option to add weight plates as well and open up a variety of 
exercises you can do for upper and lower like deadlifts, hip thrusts, glute bridges, curls, 
uprights rows, presses, etc. Of course, you’ll need plates, etc. to add to the bar for 
resistance. 

- TRX type suspension apparatus is a nice addition for small spaces and bodyweight
work 

If you’re looking for equipment to put in your basement let me know and I can help make some 
recommendations for your space. 
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https://www.amazon.com/G-STRAPS-Suspension-Guaranteed-Resistance-Training/dp/B015GF0468/ref=sr_1_4?s=sporting-goods&ie=UTF8&qid=1470259997&sr=1-4&keywords=suspension+trainer


Total Body Conditioning with Abs 
Warm-up: 2-3 min mobility drills (leg swings, long lunges, diagonal reaches, jumping jacks, 
arm circles and band pull-a-parts) 

Goal: Complete AMRAP for each exercise. Form should be your top priority. Use the reps & 
weight used as a way to track progress, but don’t sacrifice form for more reps.  

Weeks 1 & 2 

Abs: 
1A. Weighted V-up 3 sets x 10-15 reps; rest 30-60sec before proceeding to 1B.  
1B. Side Plank hold 3 sets x 30 sec hold per set; rest 30-60sec before starting back at 1A. 

Total Body Conditioning: 

Exercise 
Work 

Interval 
Rest 

Interval 
Sets Reps Reps 

1. Prisoner Squats (fast) 30 20 

4 
2. Plyo Push-ups (no clap) 30 20 
3. KB or DB squat to high
pull

30 20 

4. Mountain Climbers 30 20 

30 sec work x 20 sec rest; 1min rest btwn sets x 4 rounds Total 
Reps:

Weeks 3 & 4 

Abs: 
1A. Seated Russian Twist (heels on the ground) 3 sets x 10-15 reps; rest 30-60sec before 
proceeding to 1B.  
1B. Forward Plank hold (Progressions: Hands/elbows/lifting one leg) 3 sets x 30 sec hold 
per set; rest 30-60sec before starting back at 1A.  

Total Body Conditioning: 

Exercise 
Work 

Interval 
Rest 

Interval Sets Reps 
Reps 

1. Plyo Lunges off step 30 20 

4 
2. DB Push Press (~15-20bs) 30 20 
3. KB or DB swing (don't go higher
than your chin)

30 20 

4. Burpees w/jump 30 20 

30 sec work x 20 sec rest; 1min rest btwn sets x 4 rounds Total 
Reps:
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Additional Cardio Options:
If you are able to complete the 3 days’ weight training and 1 day total body conditioning 
regularly, but want to exercise more here are some cardio options for you to choose from. 

HIIT Interval Option 

Spin/upright Bike/elliptical/arc trainer/ Rower
TIME EFFORT RESISTANCE 

Warm-up 3 min 25% low-moderate 

Peak 20 sec 100% high 
Valley 2 min 15-25% low-moderate 

Repeat 5 times 

Cool down 5 min 10% low-moderate 

MISS (Moderate Intensity Steady State) Option 

Any piece of equipment or outside 

TIME EFFORT RESISTANCE Speed 

Warm-up 3 min 25% low-moderate Moderate 

Steady 20-30 min 65% moderate Steady 

Cool down 2 min 10% low Slow 
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**BONUS** 
So that you could have all that we offer in once place. We decided to include 
our Ultimate Guide to HIIT workouts in this eBook as well. 

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT) is now widely acknowledged to be the 
single most beneficial form of exercise for a wide range of fitness goals.  

When compared side-by-side to other forms of cardiovascular training, HIIT 
continually comes out on top. Not only that, but it does so in a fraction of the 
time when compared to continuous cardio training or steady state cardio. 
With HIIT, you will achieve superior gains over other forms of training in all 
the following areas:  

✓ Fat loss
✓ Improving the body’s capacity to burn fat
✓ Increasing the anaerobic threshold
✓ Improving maximal oxygen uptake (VO2 max)
✓ Improving athletic performance
✓ Releasing beta-endorphins, providing a feeling of well-being

HIIT does all of this by using short duration high intensity sprints together 
with nice and easy recovery periods like walks for active recovery or complete 
rest periods of no activity. This allows you the energy you need to truly give 
each high intensity interval your all.  

With all of that said, the real magic of HIIT lies in its ability to keep you 
burning fat even after you leave the gym. In short, your body isn’t able to 
bring in enough oxygen during periods of hard work. Therefore, you 
accumulate a “debt” of oxygen that must be repaid post-workout in order to 
get back to normal. The result: your metabolism is revved for hours after you 
leave the gym. This is referred to as EPOC or excess post-exercise oxygen 
consumption. The biggest way to use it to your advantage is to make short, 
intense exercise bouts a regular piece of your workout regimen. 
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HIIT workouts can be done with body weight, dumbbells, barbells, kettlebells 
or medicine balls. Here are three options for you to try… 

Ladder Style Metabolic Circuit
Time Frame: 15-35 min (depending on rest times) 

What will I need? 
● Just your body and a space to exercise
● Can be done at home or at the gym

Warm-up 3-5min 
Perform the following exercises back to back for 1 full set: 

● 5 arm circles with each arm - front and back (all R side, All L side)
● 20 air squats
● 10 push ups (on knees if needed)
● 10 total mountain climbers
● 25 jumping jacks

Ladder Style: Reps 1-5 THEN, Reps 5-1 
● Prisoner Squat
● Burpee
● Plank-Up
● Mountain Climber

View the Video example 

Time yourself and aim to beat your time each time you repeat the workout. 
You can add weight to the squats as a progression as well or increase the 
reps on your ladder working up to 10 levels. (evil laugh, haha)  
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Total Body Blast
Time Frame: 15-25 min (depending on rest times) 

What will I need? 
● 5-25lb dumbbells or kettlebells
● moderate tension band
● Exercise step or box

Warm-up 3-5min: Perform the following exercises back to back for 1 full set 
● 5 arm circles with each arm - front and back (all R side, All L side)
● 20 air squats
● 10 push ups (on knees if needed)
● 10 total mountain climbers
● 25 jumping jacks

Rest as much as you need, but the goal is to finish as fast as you can. Keep 
form in mind. The risk of injury is increased when you are rushing. So, don’t 
sacrifice form for time.  

You can do this routine 2 ways: 
Option 1: 
Perform the following for time. Start with 4 sets and work your way up to 6 
sets.  
Option 2:  
See how many rounds you can get in 20min  

● 20 Goblet Squat
● 15 Standing Banded Shoulder Press
● 20 DB Sumo Squats
● 15 DB Upright rows
● 15 Plyo-lunges (reverse lunges if can’t do the plyos)
● 15 Push Ups or 15 bench dips off the box/step (your choice)
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The Brutal 30/30
Time Frame: 16-20min (depending on number of rounds) 

What will I need? 
This can be done on almost any type of equipment or used for sprints with a 
push/pull prowler-sled. My preference is to use either a spin/upright bike, 
rower, battle ropes or push/pull prowler-sled because the ease of switching 
between intervals.  

This is a great option for those who are also combining HIIT cardio with 
weight training because the methods I listed do not have much of an 
eccentric phase component so very little muscle damage occurs during this 
style of HIIT so it will not impair recovery.  

Warm-up: 5 min steady state  
(get your HR up to about 50-60% of your max) 

Intervals will be: 
● 30s Sprint aka The Peak as hard as you can
● 30s Full Rest/Recovery aka The Valley
Start with 6 rounds and work your way up to 10 rounds

Cool down: 5 min steady state 

If you are using a spin bike, I’d like you to stand up and increase the tension 
for the high intensity part. You should feel like you’re trudging through mud. 
Then, for the recovery ease off the tension and sit down to slowly pedal.  
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